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VOTE ANYWHERE IN YOUR ELECTORAL
DIVISION ON ELECTION DAY
Elections Manitoba (EM) is proposing a “vote anywhere in your electoral division” service for election day for the next
general election or byelection. This flexible model, supported by technology, would improve efficiency and service while
ensuring integrity of the vote. This service improvement builds on the successful modification EM implemented for
advance voting during the 2019 general election. It would be applied at approximately 77% of polling places across the
province with approximately 95% of voters being served in this way.
At a high level, the process would work as follows:
•O
 n election day, a voter can go to any polling place within their electoral division and be served at any poll.
• A voting official would access the voters list on a secure laptop and perform the duties of both voting officer,
and assistant voting officer. They would check ID, look up the voter electronically, print a label for insertion in
the voting book, issue a ballot and strike the voter off the electronic voters list in real time.
• The voter would mark their paper ballot behind a privacy screen.
• The paper ballot would be inserted into a tabulator.
• A secure party portal would be established to provide registered parties with information on who has voted
and general voting activity on a scheduled basis.
• Tabulators would be used to securely record the ballot and count the vote. This would replace hand counting
and provide quicker results.
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The proposed approach reflects EM’s strategic priorities of leveraging technology to improve services to voters
and registered parties.
This would be a modification of the voting process as per s. 28.1 of The Elections Act. It builds on the
modifications to advance voting approved by the Standing Committee on Legislative Affairs in 2019 and
successfully implemented during the 2019 general election. This proposal would also require approval of the
Standing Committee. EM believes this modification meets the three objectives spelled out in the section:
1. Improve the voting process for voters – Provides increased convenience for voters, allowing them to
go to any polling place in their electoral division and cast their ballot at the first available poll. They
are not restricted to a single assigned polling place or poll.
2. A
 chieve administrative efficiencies – The use of technology to streamline procedures allows for
faster processing of voters, more efficient and accurate delivery of voting information to parties and
significantly reduces the time to count the vote on election night.
3. M
 aintain the integrity of the voting process – Voters would still confirm their identity with ID,
paper ballots would still be used, voters would still cast ballots by hand, and the secure and limited
use of technology supports integrity of the system.

Benefits
The technology EM uses to manage the Manitoba Voter Register (permanent voters list) provides opportunities
to improve service and streamline processes for voters, political participants and election staff. Adding
tabulators to the process used for advance voting in the last election extends the use of proven technology to
both advance and election day voting.
Voters

• V
 oters would have access to faster and more convenient voting within their electoral division at any
poll. They would not have to go to a specific table that may have a line-up.
• Electronic look-up and strike-off increase the speed and accuracy of processing a voter.
• This is similar to the process used for advance voting during the 2019 general election after approval
was received from the Standing Committee. EM used technology to strike voters off the list as they
voted and printed labels for the voting book. This process worked efficiently and was well received by
voters and staff.

Political Participants
• Political participants would see on an hourly basis how voting is proceeding and have access to the
information about who has voted through a secure online portal. This would replace bingo sheets,
which were provided three times a day. Election day information would include absentee and
homebound voting information.
• The same portal would be used to provide information during advance voting.
Administrative
• Technology streamlines processes for voting officials.
• Less staffing is required for polling places.
• Consistency between advance and election day processes facilitates training.
• Tabulators speed up vote counting and reporting.
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Voting Model
Based on a detailed analysis of polling places and individual polls, EM expects to use two voting processes on
election day:
1. Technology-based process: Technology would be used in 77% of polling places, serving 95% of voters.
2. E xisting manual paper process: Traditional paper processes would be used in approximately 23%
of polling places, including mobile polls. This process would be used for 5% of voters.
Vote anywhere in your electoral division requires reliable digital connections for secure use of technology. In
areas where connectivity is limited, EM would use the paper process or a version of the technology that can
be uploaded once connectivity is available, for example, in an apartment building. The exact set-up would be
determined based on distance, size of voting area, number of voters and usual voter turnout. EM estimates using
technology as follows:
Strike-off and Counting Method

No. of Polling Places

% of Polling Places

% of Voters

Electronic Strike-off/Tabulator Count
Electronic Strike-off/Manual Count
Paper List/Manual Count (regular polls)

487
262

50
27

85
10

103

10

3

Paper List/Manual Count (institutional polls)

130

13

2

Total

982

100%

100%

Voting Details
• E ach voter would receive a voter information card advising them of the polling place closest to their
residence. They would also be advised that they can vote anywhere within their electoral division and
encouraged to take their voter information card with them.
• Once a voter arrives at a polling place, they would be directed to any open poll. They would not be
restricted to a specific table in a particular location.
• The voter’s ID would be checked, and the voter information card scanned. A label with their
information would be printed and put in the voting book.
• A ballot would be issued with the assigned voting area of the voter marked.
• The voter would go behind a privacy screen to make their selection. The voter would be struck
off the voters list as voted.
• Unlike the ballots currently used, tabulator ballots cannot be folded. The marked ballot would be
placed inside a privacy sleeve, and fed into the tabulator while preserving the secrecy of the vote.
Scrutineers would also be present to watch the process.
• The process is expected to take 1-2 minutes per voter based on the experiences of other jurisdictions.
• Voters who need to update their information, such as a change in address or name, can do so at any poll.
• Voters who are not on the voters list can be sworn-on with appropriate ID or, if they are on the list and
do not have ID, they can be vouched for by another eligible voter from their electoral division.
• The voting official would maintain the paper voting book and the electronic voters list on the
secure laptop. Voters who are waiting can be served at any open poll at a polling place.
• Voters who need to update information will not hold up a line, as any voters who are waiting can be
served at any poll in the polling place.
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T here would be some adaptation of the ballot so that it could be inserted into a tabulator.
The voter would mark the ballot by hand behind a privacy screen.
E ach ballot would note the correct voting area for the voter to allow for results reporting by voting area.
Paper ballots would be available if a recount is required.

Advance Voting – Ballot on Demand
Tabulators used on election day can also be used during advance voting, particularly in high-traffic locations and
other sites that are traditionally busy during advance voting. This would enhance administrative efficiencies
and reduce the physical movement of ballots.
For non-resident voters who vote at an advance poll outside of their home electoral division, a ballot would be
printed with the names of the candidates in their electoral division. Certified printers would be used to print
ballots on demand, providing a secure ballot that can be recorded by the tabulator.
This chart shows projected use of tabulators during advance voting.
Strike-off and Counting
Method
Electronic Strike-off/
Tabulator Count
Electronic Strike-off/
Manual Count
Paper List/Manual Count
(includes mobile polls)
Total

No. of Polling Places

% of Polling Places

% of Resident
Voters

% of Non-Resident
Voters

210

59

98

94

87

24

1

6

61

17

1

.01

358

100%

100%

100%

Tabulators and Counting
The tabulator would become the ballot box in a sense. It would collect, record and hold the ballot after the
voter has made their selection. Tabulators would be independent units and not connected to the Internet.
At the end of election day, ballots would be tabulated with results provided by electoral division, voting area
and candidate.
Tabulators speed up the counting process and the reporting of results. They also help reduce the potential
for errors.
All results would be reviewed and verified by the returning officer during final tally.
Tabulators, including those used during advance voting, would be set up to ensure the number of votes cannot
be read or determined until election night when counting normally begins.
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Training and Staffing
Under this proposal, fewer staff are required as the administrative process for voting is streamlined and staffing
requirements could be reduced by approximately 15%.

Special Voting Opportunities
EM provides a number of ways for voters to cast their ballots. This includes absentee, homebound, institutional and
mobile voting opportunities. The overall numbers for these types of ballots are low. Generally, votes cast using
these methods would be hand-counted.

Party Information Portal
The information portal would provide registered parties with real-time information on people who have voted. A
report of people who have voted by electoral division and voting area would be posted to the portal on an hourly
basis when voting begins on election day. During advance voting a report would be regularly available.
Parties would only receive information about electoral divisions and voters where they have a candidate.
Independent candidates and parties who can not access the portal would be able to access information and reports
from the returning office.
The following draft sample pages illustrate elements of the proposed party portal:
The dashboard shows a snapshot of voting activity around the province, including activity broken out by time intervals.
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The search screen shows how voting information can be searched: by voter, address or street.

This page shows the information that will be regularly provided to parties either through an email notification that the
information can be accessed, or by logging in. This information would be updated hourly and would replace the existing
“bingo sheets” that currently track voting.

Other Jurisdictions
The proposed model is similar to the model used by Elections New Brunswick, Elections Ontario and Elections
PEI. It provides quick service to voters, reduces line-ups and makes the best possible use of staff with the support
of technology. Other jurisdictions indicate that the approach is welcomed by voters and staff, and by political
participants who can access information quickly and accurately.
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Recommendations
MEETING OBJECTIVES OF EA SECTION 28.1
Improve the voting process for voters

Achieve administrative efficiencies

Preserve integrity of the vote

•C
 onvenience of voting at any location in
electoral division
• Shorter wait times at polls
• Streamlines processes
• Faster and more frequent delivery of voting
information to parties
• Reduces the time to count
• Voters still confirm identity with ID
• Voters still cast ballot by hand
• Secrecy is preserved
• Paper ballots are available for recount

The proposed modification to the voting process meets the requirements of s. 28.1 of The Elections Act, as outlined
in the chart above. Therefore the following recommendations are proposed:
That EM proceed with a vote anywhere within your electoral division model for the next general election or in any
upcoming byelection. This includes consequential amendments to adapt advance voting to allow for the use of
tabulators and certified printers for ballot on demand.
That EM report back to the Standing Committee on the results of the modified process.
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